
 
 

Quebec Ban on Oil and Gas Exploration 

 
Quebec banning oil and gas development could have far reaching impacts across the country.  A 

revocation of permits also revokes carbon storage permits and in effect confirms ENGO arguments that 

carbon capture and blue hydrogen are net negative for climate.  The decision will likely embolden 

Environmental Groups to use this decision by the Quebec Government as a proof point that only a ban 

will work.  The electoral influence of Quebec means this will also have an affect on federal policy, laws, 

and regulations relative to Just Transition and its impacts on plans to diversify the Western Canadian 

economy based on carbon capture and blue hydrogen technologies.  

 

On September 15th, it was revealed in a news story from Quebec’s La Presse that the government would 

be moving to permanently ban any oil and natural gas development in the province. According to the 

information revealed to La Presse, the Committee on Monitoring the Plan for a Green Economy will 

soon submit its report to the Minister of the Environment, Benoit Charette. In it will be the 

recommendation to ban oil and gas and revoke all permits which include carbon storage.  Questerre 

Energy has an announced project to validate carbon capture and storage reservoirs in Quebec that 

would be effectively banned also.   

 

A ban on oil and gas in Quebec is an important political victory for the Just Transition future being 

promoted by the current Federal Government. The key messages that hydrocarbons can’t be a part of a 

sustainable future under any circumstances even with new carbon technologies is a major step back for 

the industry in Canada. 

 

The direction being taken in Alberta to support rapid changes in carbon capture and recycling or storage 

technologies including blue hydrogen is facing early headwinds. The Federal Government is opposing 

enhanced oil recovery projects using CO2 miscible floods. Several groups in Canada and the U.S. have 

issued proclamations and studies bringing in to question the global environmental benefits of LNG, 

carbon capture and blue hydrogen. The CEO of Hydro Quebec has stated she does not believe there is a 

place for blue hydrogen and Quebec should exclusively look to green hydrogen.  The ‘500’, a group of 

scientists, has condemned carbon capture as not helpful for the climate. 

 

The recent decision to cancel the Saguenay LNG project citing the lack of evidence LNG reduces 

emissions from coal use in Asia was already a boost in the arm for Just Transition. A complete ban on oil 

and gas would be an unhelpful step in cooperation with Quebec over federal laws and regulations over 

oil and gas in the future. 

 

https://www.lapresse.ca/actualites/environnement/2021-09-15/hydrocarbures/quebec-va-fermer-les-livres.php


Caisse de Depot, controlled by the Quebec Government, also just announced it will divest from 

companies producing oil and gas, the timing of which is coincidental with the industry policy direction 

being signaled by the Government of Quebec that is in direct opposition to the direction being 

communicated by the Government of Alberta. 

 

Alberta maintains a long-standing friendly and open trade policy towards Quebec, its companies, and 

investors. The Quebec Government is pursuing a trade and energy policy that is discriminatory towards 

Alberta’s energy policy, companies and investors. 

 

On October 19th, Quebec Premier Francois Legault announced in Quebec’s Assemblée Nationale that the 

province will move forward with this ban. 

 

Key Messages: 

 

1. Quebec has not considered the possibility of a third option for climate-energy 

transformation through emerging carbon tech. 

 

• Technology like carbon capture, utilization, and sequestration is advancing rapidly and 

will continue to improve and be deployed in more places at lower costs to make 

more oil and gas production net-zero. In addition, emerging circular economy 

technologies hold the promise of true sustainability for oil and gas. 

https://www.questerre.com/investor-news/questerre-expands-clean-tech-pilot-

engineering-to-include-hydrogen/ 

https://www.iea.org/reports/ccus-in-clean-energy-transitions/a-new-era-for-

ccus#growing-ccus-momentum 

 

• This could be a lost opportunity for Quebec and Canada. Even though billions are being 

committed to it, leaders barely discussed carbon tech and circular economy technology 

in the last election. They are actively dismissing a third option besides business as usual 

or leave it in the ground.  

https://tnc.news/2021/09/19/a-seismic-change-is-happening-in-the-energy-industry-

but-none-of-our-leaders-notice/ 

 

2. Quebec is creating energy dependence on the United States and exposing a major part 

of the economy to fiscal risks and imbalances in addition to health and safety risks 

relative to energy outages. 

 

• The Government of Canada notes that while Quebec historically relied on imports of 

Western Canadian natural gas, it has significantly increased its imports of American 

natural gas to replace Canadian natural gas. 

https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analysis/energy-markets/provincial-territorial-

energy-profiles/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles-quebec.html  

 

• According to this analysis by the National Bank of Canada, Quebec still imports most of 

its energy needs, mostly from the United States. 

https://www.nbc.ca/content/dam/bnc/en/rates-and-analysis/economic-analysis/hot-
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• Quebec is the largest importer of foreign oil into Canada, totalling $228 billion since 

1988. 

https://www.canadianenergycentre.ca/foreign-oil-imports-to-canada-488-billion-

between-1988-and-2020/  

 

• By ruling out the production of more reliable energy, Quebec leaves itself open to 

possible energy outages like what was seen during the winter of 2021 in Texas where a 

winter storm caused $45-50 billion in damages and 111 deaths. A lack of natural gas 

supplies was partially to blame as there was not enough supply when demand peaked. 

https://ceri.ca/assets/files/Electricity%20Commodity%20Update_April%202021.pdf  

 

3. A significant part of the Quebec economy depends on access to competitive 

energy and exposing those industries to higher imported energy costs reduces 

competitiveness of the Canadian economy. 

 

• The aluminum industry and other energy intensive, trade exposed industries in Quebec 

make up almost 10% of the provinces GDP. 

https://www.conferenceboard.ca/temp/5bf51c1c-b86f-422f-b341-

fb852e97d9a1/10485_TippingtheScales-RPT.pdf  

 

• In their analysis of the aluminum industry, Navius Research found that when cost 

burdens were decreased, the industry’s economic contribution to both the economy and 

global emissions reductions improved.  

https://www.naviusresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/reversing-leakage-

report.pdf  

 

4. Federal transfer programs depend on oil and gas revenues to ensure fiscal 

stability and fairness across the country. 

 

• Developing local gas would reduce demand for transfer payments for Quebec since oil 

and gas royalties are included in equalization but hydro is not. This would put Quebec on 

a similar playing field to provinces like Alberta with resource development. 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/business/article-it-could-be-politically-perilous-to-

tweak-the-equalization-formula-to/  

 

5. Several observers are projecting a trillion dollar plus market in carbon capture 

and technologies that Canada could be a leading competitor. The Quebec 

decision will detract from Canada’s ability to compete in this global 

opportunity. 

 

• International organizations like the U.N. are projecting that carbon capture tech could 

generate at least $625 billion in revenue by 2050. This report by the Thunderbird School 

of Global Management from Arizona State University notes that revenue could be higher 
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and hit $1.1 trillion by 2030. 

https://www.unpri.org/download?ac=11980  

https://thunderbird.asu.edu/sites/default/files/khagram-gcr-market-report-2020_0.pdf 

 

• Canada is already a leader in hydrocarbon production in terms of technology and ESG. A 

recent report from global consulting firm, Wood Mackenzie, shows Canada is leading in 

carbon reduction tech as well. If all proposed projects came online, they could reduce up 

to 115 millions tonnes of CO2, or 60% of Canada’s 2030 goal of 200 million tonnes 

reduced. 

https://www.mining.com/canada-a-global-leader-in-carbon-capture-report/ 

https://www.woodmac.com/reports/energy-markets-canadian-carbon-capture-

credentials-504389  

 

6. The decision will have the effect of increasing global emissions 

 
• This study from Navius Research shows that Quebec has an advantage in the production 

of resources like aluminum with lower carbon emissions. This means to reduce global 

emissions, Quebec should take a global approach and be a low emissions supplier of 

energy for itself rather than ‘hiding’ its emissions in imported energy 

http://www.naviusresearch.com/publications/reversing-carbon-leakage/  

 

• Quebec imports 100% of their oil and gas - all of which has higher emissions profiles 

than local production would have. Refined oil products and natural gas make up 54% of 

Quebec’s primary energy use which is largely unchanged over the last ten years and 

about the same as the global average. 

https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analysis/energy-markets/provincial-territorial-

energy-profiles/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles-quebec.html 

 

• In an Ipsos poll commissioned in fall 2020, they found that 2 to 1, Quebecers are fully in 

favour of developing their own oil and gas resources. 

https://www.iedm.org/meeting-canadas-energy-needs-2020/  

 

7. Exploration would be economical for Quebec.  

 

• Natural gas markets have seen prices continue to increase. The real reason to 

discriminate against Alberta companies, not the price of natural gas. 

https://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/hist/rngwhhdM.htm 

 

• According to the Montreal Economic Institute, the development of natural gas alone 

could create 9,200 jobs, increase GDP by $ 93 billion and generate $ 15 billion in tax 

revenues over 25 years in Quebec. 

https://www.iedm.org/fr/exploitation-du-gaz-et-du-petrole-une-erreur-historique-de-

quebec/ 

 

• A 2018 KPMG study for Questerre estimated tax and royalty revenues of $400-million 

during the first six years of natural-gas development and $800-million annually during 

the following decade for Quebec 
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https://www.theglobeandmail.com/business/commentary/article-gas-producers-get-

burned-in-quebec/  

 

8. Quebec risks Canada’s and its own reputation as a jurisdiction that is safe to 

invest in. 
 

• The results for the complaint under the North America Free Trade Agreement for the 

2011 expropriation of US based Forest Oil (now Lone Pine Resources) permits in Quebec 

is expected soon.  This comes too late for Forest Oil since the proceedings have taken 

over ten years and Forest Oil was forced to reorganize.  This complaint is against the 

Government of Canada for the actions of Quebec since Quebec is a subnational 

government not technically bound by Canada’s trade agreements. 

https://www.international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/topics-

domaines/disp-diff/lone.aspx?lang=eng  

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-investor/us-firm-to-launch-nafta-challenge-

to-quebec-fracking-ban/article5337929/  

 

• The NAFTA action has not dissuaded the Government of Quebec from expropriating 

investors.  Petrolia lost its permits in 2016. The US based hedge fund Ruby River Capital 

saw its project for an LNG permit abruptly cancelled.  Utica Resources has just filed a 

disguised expropriation action for ‘billions’.  

https://montreal.ctvnews.ca/petrolia-taking-quebec-government-to-court-over-

anticosti-1.2983662  

https://www.naturalgasintel.com/u-s-investors-seek-lng-export-license-for-quebec-

terminal/  

https://www.noia.ca/2021/09/quebec-government-faces-lawsuit-over-its-plan-to-ban-

oil-and-gas-production/  

 

• Canada is a signatory to the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement already in effect, 

the Comprehensive Economic Trade Agreement with Europe, and the European Free 

Trade Association Agreement confirming the principle of investor protection. 

https://www.international.gc.ca/trade-commerce/trade-agreements-accords-

commerciaux/agr-acc/cusma-aceum/index.aspx?lang=eng  

https://www.international.gc.ca/trade-commerce/trade-agreements-accords-

commerciaux/agr-acc/ceta-aecg/text-texte/08-A.aspx?lang=eng  

https://www.international.gc.ca/trade-commerce/trade-agreements-accords-

commerciaux/agr-acc/european-association-europeenne/fta-ale/index.aspx?lang=eng  

 

• The Quebec Civil Code, the Quebec Bill of Rights and the Quebec Expropriation Act also 

provide due process for expropriations.   

http://legisquebec.gouv.qc.ca/en/ShowDoc/cs/E-24  

https://schneiderlegal.com/expropriation/#:~:text=Section%20952%20of%20the%20Civi

l,a%20just%20and%20prior%20indemnity.  

 

• The actions taken by the Quebec Government create an asymmetrical relationship with 

Alberta, who is Quebec’s second largest trading partner. These actions are contrary to 

the principles of world trade agreements. 
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https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/13-607-x/2016001/1059-eng.htm  

 

 

The Government of Quebec has shown a track record of political expediency around 

moratoriums and expropriations that run in the face of Canada’s commitment to fair 

trade and investor protection. 

 

 

List of Relevant Studies and Articles: 

 

Québec va fermer les livres 

https://www.lapresse.ca/actualites/environnement/2021-09-15/hydrocarbures/quebec-va-fermer-les-livres.php  

Questerre expands Clean Tech Pilot engineering to include hydrogen 

https://www.questerre.com/investor-news/questerre-expands-clean-tech-pilot-engineering-to-include-hydrogen/ 

A new era for CCUS 

https://www.iea.org/reports/ccus-in-clean-energy-transitions/a-new-era-for-ccus#growing-ccus-momentum 

A seismic change is happening in the energy industry but none of our leaders notice 

https://tnc.news/2021/09/19/a-seismic-change-is-happening-in-the-energy-industry-but-none-of-our-leaders-

notice/ 

Provincial and Territorial Energy Profiles – Quebec 

https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analysis/energy-markets/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles/provincial-

territorial-energy-profiles-quebec.html 

Canada: Where is Quebec’s oil coming from? 

https://www.nbc.ca/content/dam/bnc/en/rates-and-analysis/economic-analysis/hot-charts-181101.pdf  

 

Lessons Learned from the February 2021 Texas Power Outage 

https://ceri.ca/assets/files/Electricity%20Commodity%20Update_April%202021.pdf  

 

Tipping the Scales: Assessing Carbon Competitiveness and Leakage Potential for Canada’s EITEIs 

https://www.conferenceboard.ca/temp/5bf51c1c-b86f-422f-b341-fb852e97d9a1/10485_TippingtheScales-

RPT.pdf 

 

Reversing Carbon Leakage in the Aluminum Sector  

https://www.naviusresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/reversing-leakage-report.pdf 

 

For Alberta and Quebec, the consequences of fiscal federalism are very different 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/business/article-it-could-be-politically-perilous-to-tweak-the-equalization-

formula-to/  

 

An investor guide to negative emission technologies and the importance of land use 

https://www.unpri.org/download?ac=11980  

 

Global Climate Restoration for People, Prosperity and Planet: $Trillions in Market Opportunities and Economic, 

Social, Environmental Benefits  
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